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CIUSEIIAYED EI{CLOSURES

II{

SOUTE

SCIflI}ITIVIA

Torsten l{adsen

The first causewayed enclosure belonging to the Norclic I'unnel
Beaker CuLture (hereafter TBK) was found as recently as 1959 at
Btidelsdorf in §outh SJ.eswig. At that time it was nerely regarded as a
defended village, and it was only after further discoveries during the
seventies that the connection was nade with the llestern European group

of

causewayed enclosures.

Today we know ten definite sites and one probable, and it seems
Iikely that the number will rise dramaticalJ.y during the next few
years. Unfortunately, the enclosures do not show up well fron the air
in the gLacial deposits of clay and sand that prevail in the area.
Consequently, Tre are in general left with the slow anrl Laborious
method of excavation as the only neans of detecting new sites.

Even though causewayed enclosures are a new type of site in
Scandinavian archaeology, and even though the number of sites is still
limited, it seems warranted not only to give an overview of the
eurrent material, but also to sketch a modeL for the function of these

sites in their cultural setting.

The nain purpose of this paper, then, is to outline and discuss
the problem of fitting the causewayed encLosures into their socio-

cultural context. However, much space wiLL necessarily be taken up by
site descriptions, as an initial step to a synthesis.
starts with a short section on the general chronological
background of the enclosures and then proceeds to a site by site
description. A general. discussion of the eomnon features of the sites
follows next, ancl finally before a synthesis is given, the cultural
background is reviewed with special reference to those aspects that
The paper

are of importance to the understanding of the causewayed enclosures.

TBK Chronology

The TBK is customariLy sub-divided into an Early l{eoLithic and a
$iddle Neolithic phase. The chronology of the Early Neolithic was
until recently basetl on Becker's A, B, C system (Becker, L9471.
However, nerr investigations, and especially new C14 dates, have
resulted in so nany changes to this schene that nany authors have
chosen to change the reference system, even though the pottery
ilivision stilI holds good (Ebbesen antl MahLer, 1980; Uadsen and
Petersen, 1984).

Three or perhaps four partly regionaL groups were present in the
older part of the Early Neolithic fron c. 3100 - 2800 bc. They are
named the Oxie, Volling, Svalekint, and Satrup groups. They contain
elerrents of alL Becker's pottery groups, and seeru in nost respects
identicaL with these (lfadsen and Petersen, L984, 114).
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In the later part of the Ear1y NeoLithic, c. 2800 - 2600 bc, the
Volling group continued in North .Iut1and, whereas the southern and
eastern parts of Dennark became dorninatecl by Becker's so-cal-Led
"megalithic styIe"; mainLy in the guise of the Virum group, but
between 2'l'00 - 2600 bc in south-west and centraL Denmark, the
Fuchsberg group (Andersen and Madsen, L978; Madsen and Petersen, L984,
114). Sty1istically the t'uchsberg fills a phase transitional to the
Middle Neolithic, and nay for formal reasons be considered to belong
there

(Andersen and iladsen,

t978, L44).

first truly Hitttlle Neolithic phase (l,IN I). from c. 260A - 2450
bc, forns the first reasonably homogeneous style group, covering all
of southern §candinavia. It is initiated with a short sub-phase
around 2500 bc termed IlN Ia (Troldebjerg style), but runs straight
into the main part termetl I{N Ib (Klintebakke style). A sequence of
rapidly changing, partly regionally based styles (ilN II - Iv) foLlows
between c. 2450 - 2350 bc, while the last phase of the TBK (IIN V) nay
be dated to c. 2350 - 2200 bc.
The total TBK sequence thus occupied sone 900 C14 years, perhaps
1,100 - 1,150 calendar years (calibration after Pearson et al., 1983).
The detailed chronology available for the TBK is based partly on its
finely' decoratecl pottery, combined with nunerous C14 dates. The
!'uchsberg phase, for instance, is defined by the brief use of an
angular chevron band (fig. 17.6), and is tlated by five C14 dates from
Sarup, and eleven from Toftum (Madsen and Petersen, 1984, note 53).
l{hen dealing with such detailed chronologies, it should not be
forgotten that the true length of the individual periods nay be
sonewhat different fron the spans indicatetl by the C14 dates, due to
severe kinks in the relevant parts of the calibration curve (Pearson
The

et a7.,

1983).

Site Description
The TBK enclosures so far discovered concentrate mainly in central
Denmark (Fig. 17.1), but this is probably due nore to the state of
recent researeh than to a genuine concentration there.

The numbering of the sites in the following site inventory refers
to the numbers in fig. 17.1.

7: Voldbae*

(Davidsen, t978, 57-8; Andersen and Madsen, L978, 151-

2; I{adsen, L982, zLA, f ig.

9)

The VoLclbaek site is situated on a promontory forrned betreen a
gully containing a small strean, the Voldbaekken, and the shore of
what is now a lake, but which was a long narrow fjord during the

Neolithic.

The site has been conpletely destroyed by gravel extraction and
only sparse information is available. It is known that in 1939 C.L.
Vebaek of the National Museurn dug two parallel NII - SE ditches, 9
apart. They measured 12 x 3.0 - 3.5 m and 15 x 2.7 - 3.5 m, and were
1.1 - 1.3 and 0.75 - 0.95 m deep respectively. In the SE they
contained onLy sterile sand, whereas for 5 - 6 m in the NI{ they

m
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Fig. 1?.3 tlap shoring the topographical position of the Bjerggåril
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§ections through ditches at the Bjerggård enelosure:
a: erosionaL deposit of settlement debris
b: prinary tleposit of MN V settLernent debris
c: hunus coloured deposit, either natural or deliberate
backfiLl of second recut phase
d: light structureless sand, deliberate backfilt of first
recut phase
c.
light structureless sand, ileliberate backfill of
original ditch
f: activity horizons at botton of ditches and recuts
g: clay
h: sLides of subsoil

i:

stones

3A7

*1, r rl

Fig.17.6

Pottery fron the Bjerggård enclosure (1:3):
a: from bottom of ditch A5
b: from recut in ditch A2
c: from botton of ditch A2
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contained several superimposed Layers of cuLtural debris. Close to,

and presumably on the tine of these two ditches, amateurs
previously excavated seven "oblong pits" in two rows.

had

The doubLe row of ditches seems to have cut across the promontory,
enclosing an area of 2.0 - 2.5 ha. The layers of cultural debris
contained material from MN I as well as MN V, but a few sherds
denonstrate that the site hatl already been establishetl in the

Fuchsberg phase.

2: Årupgård (Sylvest and Sylvest, 1960; Madsen, L982, fig. 8)
The Årupgårtl site is Located on a very pronounced promontory,
which is now almost compLetely tlestroyed by gravel rorking. It is not
fui.ly ascertained that
it seems very likely.

we are dealing

with a causewayed encLosure, but

From surface distribution of artefacts and from information gained
frorn worknen in the gravel pit, we know that the site is vast,
covering as much as 15 ha of Land. All over this area cu1tural debris
has been found, antl this indicates that at least part of the site's
histori can be assigned to MN I.

I'eatures indicating an enclosing ditch system have so far not been
reported, but complete pots standing in small pits, as seen for
instance at Sarup, occurred frequently- One of these contained the
well known copper and anber hoard of Arupgård (Sy1vest and Sylvest,
1960). Two other deposited pots which have found their way into the
Local museum in Horsens date to the end of the EarLy NeoLithic or the

very beginning

3:

of the Middle Neolithic.

Bjerggårit

Excavations on the site of Bjerggård were carried out by the
author frorn 1981 to 1983. The site is locatetl on a flat plateau at
the top of a high hill, close to the Horsens Fjord (fig. 17.3).
The enclosing interrupted rtitch system consists of only one row of
ditches (fig. L7.2), and is not associated with a paLisade. It
foLlows the western and northern edge of the plateau, and then cuts
across this at a low sacldle to complete the circuit, enclosing an area
of c. 1.5 ha.
I'ive ilitch segments have been totalLy excavated. The overall
eourse of the perineter has been deterninett by 2 m wide test trenches,
stripping off the topsoil to reveaL the clitches, but not excavatingr
them.

and size of the ditches varied considerably (Fis. L7.4).
A2, for instance, was narrow and shallow (8.7 x 2.5 x 1.0 m),
whereas ditch A3 was almost circular ancl fairly deep compared to its
Lensth (5.3 x 5.3 x 1.8 n), and ditch A5 wide ancl ileep (15.8 x 7.0 x
2.2. m). The ditch segnents were placed close to each other leaving
causeways only 0.5 - 1.5 m wide.

The forn

Ditch
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fill of the five tlitches showed more or Less the same sequence
of events, here iLlustrated by three sections (fig. 17.5). Ditch A1
hatt aLong its bottom a thin, grey-bl-ack, charcoal coloured layer that
indicates the deposition of burnt matter. No artefacts were found in
association with this cleposit. The tlitch was then apparently deLiberately backfilled ancl subsequentLy reeut. At the bottom of this
recut, a grey, charcoal coloured deposit had forrned, again devoid of
artefacts. The ditch was backfilled again, and once more recut.
There were no clefinite traces of activity evident at the bottom of
this last recut, and a high hurnic content suggests either a filling by
naturaL agencies, or that topsoil was used for deliberate backfitling.
At the very top a thin Layer of MN V settlement clebris seaLetl the
The

clitch.

one sicle of ditch A2 there was a cLay
lining divided in three by lenses of subsoil. Embeddecl in the clay
was a layer of stones on which were founil the remains of three or four
dog skulls reduced to the consistency of toothpaste, a few vertebrates, and a couple of Longbones associated with a poorly preserved.
but originally conplete, pot (fig. L7.6). The pot rnay tlate either to
the fuchsberg or an early part of the IlN I phase. The cLay Lining,
laicl in successive stages to cope with the unstable coarse sand,
suggests that the ditch was tlesigned to remain open for some tine.
NevertheLess, there is no naturaL deposit of silt at the base, ancl it
seems to have been ileliberately backfilled to the top with clean
Along the bottorn

and up

subsoil.

A recutting of the ditch subsequentLy occurred, and at the bottom
of this recut a grey-bLack layer of charcoal coloured sand forned,
containing a typical I{N Ia lugged beaker (fig. 17.5), and snall
fragments of burnt bone. The filling of this recut seens to have
occurred by natural means. Among a layer of stones in its upper part,
a few sherds from an undecorated vessel were found, dating between MN
II and I,lN IV. The final depression of the ditch rvas filled with a
thick deposit of

IIN V settlement debris.

Along the bottom of tlitch 45, in its south end, a scattered paving
of stones was seen. PLaced on this was a sna1I heap of unused flakes,
and a luggecl jar with Fuchsberg ornaments (fig. 17.6). To one side of
the paving nany lunps of charcoal were found covering an area of c. 1
x 1 m, suggesting a fire at the bottom of the ditch. A slide of sand
had partly covered this level of activity, and this was immediately
follored by deliberate backfilling.

the bottom of this
recut a black charcoal-coloured layer had forrned, containing no
artefacts at aII. This was partly covered by a deposit of aLmost
white sand, which again was covered by a deposit of organic naterial,
Laitt down together with a loose scatter of stones. The organic
material had survived in the sand as a greasy substance, in which the
tenuous traces of decayetl bone were frequently rnet with. OnLy a
cattle jaw had survived sufficiently to allow identification. There
The ditch was subsequently recut, and

were no

aLong

artefacts associatett with this deposit.

new, deliberate backfilling took place before a final recut was
made. At the bottom of this recut a dark, charcoaL colouretl layer
formed, again without any artefacts. The recut was allowed to fill up

A
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and among the soil and stones sliding into the ditch from
uphill were a few sherds with Fuchsberg phase decoration. Following
this phase of natural deposition, a J.ayer with HN V settlement debris
accutnulated. Finally, at the top, the ditch was fiLLed with material

naturalLy,

eroding from the uphill- side, containing a mixture of

MN

V settlernent

debris and Fuchsberg material.
The fuchsberg nateriaL

sliding into ditch V, both before

and after

the IIN V settlement phase, came from a feature fountl immediately
insiile the ditch. This feature, truncated by heavy soil erosion,
consisted of a cluster of twenty-seven postholes and eight pits of
various sizes (fig. L1.4). ALL the pits contained material that could
be associated with the Fuchsberg phase, and whenever sherds in the
postholes coulcl be dated, they were from the Fuchsberg phase rather
than IIN V. The date of this structure, probabLy sone form of house,
is definitely the same (in terms of archaeological phases) as the date
of the initial digging of the nearby ditch. It is therefore quite
remarkabLe that no debris found its way into the lower Layers of the
ditch. Either this was carefully avoided, ot, what seerns nore likely,
the house rvas l"ater than the initial digging, backfilling, first
recutting and second backfiLling of the ditch; and that aLL this had
happened within a very short periocl of tirne, presunably less than 50
years.' Indeed, if re admit as equivalent those recuts that were not
deLiberately backfilled with subsoil matarial, but contained fill with
a high humus content, we. find that as in diteh 42, the second reeut in
ditch Å5 should have formed in the MN Ia phase, inmediately after the
Fuchsberg phase. Only subsequently do fle see the ttitch fill
containing Ftrchsberg ilebris.

Apart frorn this one Fuchsberg feature onLy very few indications of
settlement pre-tlating tIN V were found on the site: merely a few broken
pieces of thin butted axes pieked up on the surface. The IIN V
evidence, on the other hand, is vast. This is seen partly in the
thick and very rich deposits of debris in the top of the ditches, antl
partly in the heavy surface scatter of flint artefacts littering the
whole 5 ha of the pLateau" Ilundreds of fragnents of thick butted axes
are known to have been picketl up over the years.

4: Tottun (Madsen, L978a; 1978b; L9821
This site was first investigated by the National Museun in 1955,
but its true nature was not established on that occasion, although the
top of one of the ditches was actually excavated. Renewed excavations
in t974 and '75 revealed the causewayed enclosure, situated on a
conspicuous promontory between two bog areas, roughly 4 ha in area
(fig. L7.7). One hunclretl metres of a double ditch system were
uncovered on the west slope of the promontory, whereas on the east
slope there may have been only one rolr, to judge from the 1955
excavations, and fron a long section cleaned aLong the eclge of a sand
pit in 1975 (ris. L7.2) All datable material found on the Toftum site beLongs to the
Fuchsberg phase (Madsen, 1978a). This has lett to the view that the
site was only used intensively over a very short period of time
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Fig. 17.7 llap shoring the topographical position of the Toftun
encLosure
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Fig. 17.8 §ections through ditches at the Toftuu enclosure:

a: hunus coloured erosional deposits
b: primary deposits of Fuchsberg settlement debris
c: f.ight structureless sand, deLiberate backfill
d: light horizontally layered sand, natural deposition
e: deposits of narine shells
f: layers of clay burnt :n sjtu
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(Madsen, 1978a, L77). After further study of the excavation evidence
ancl after comparison with subsequent work on cause$ayed encJ.osures.
especially the Bjerggård enclosure, a review of the Toftuur evidence is
caLled for. It is true that the site is short-livetl in terns of
archaeological tlating, as the duration of the fuchsberg phase can
hardly be much more than 50-70 years. 0n the other hand, the evidence
from the ditches shows a compLicated picture .with many successive

of activity.
Of the nine ttitch segments uncovered on the western sIope, four
rrere partly, and five totalLy, excavated. They varied between 11 and
24 m in Length, 2 and 5 m in witlth and 0.8 and 2.5 rn in depth, with
phases

the inner ditches being more shall.ow on average than the outer
The

1.

fill in the excavated stretches

ones.

could be divided as follows:-

interleaving, nottled in colour and
composition, indicating natural deposition; clearLy the result of
slumping, washing, and blowing in of material. Only a few sherds
and a few pieces of waste flint were found in these layers.
Sand, eharacterised by a dense

2. tight structureless sand with a few patches of charcoal staining.
Thfs sand was deliberateLy backfilled, as the characteristic
layering resulting naturalLy in the fine grained sand was
completeLy missing,. and as spots of charcoal staining occurred
randomly in the deposits. The onLy artefacts founcl in this type
of deposit

were a few

pots, deliberately broken on stones.

3. Black, charcoal-rich and hurnic deposits full of cuLtural debris,
including heaps of shells from oyster and cardium. These deposits
contained masses of flint artefacts and pot sherds, as well as
animaL bones in the areas where the shells had reduced soil
aciility.

4. Dark, humus-rich deposits forrneil by natural agents. These
deposits contained some fLint artefacts and smal1, heavily
weathered pot shercls.

5.

Lrayers

of

sandy clay burned red

in situ.

of material in the inner and outer ditches does not
pattern, and although one gets the inpression from the
layout of the two rows of ditches that they were construeted as a
unit, this uray not be the case.
The deposition

follow the

same

The outer clitch was allowed to fill up completely with natural
deposits (fig, L7.8, All and Å13). In one segment these deposits were
left complete1y undisturbed (not shown on Eig. 17.8). In another they
were foll.owed by a deposition of cultural debris in the shallow
depression that remained at the top of the clitch (fig. 17.8,413). A
third length, on the other hand, had evidently been deeply recut in
the middle (fig. 17.8, All, right), but not towards its ends (Fig.
17.8, All, left). In this recut three layers of cultural debris were
seen, separatecl by deliberate backfilling. The section (fig. t7.8,

All, right) may suggest that minor recuttings
this sequence of deliberate deposition.
3L4

were associatecl with

The inner ditches, on the other hand, had no definite traces of
natural filling.
They were deliberately backfilletl right fron the
bottour. In the sandy soil, this means that they can only have been
open for a very short time before backfilling took place. Included in
the backfill were deposits of cornplete pots. All of the ditches had
subsequently been recut, and the recuts were fiIled with cuLturaL
debris (fig. 17.8,49, å10 and å12). One of the ditches hacl only been
recut at its ends, while the central part was left with its original
backfil1.
Åt the south end, further recutting, deliberate
backfilling, recutting, and deposition of culturaL materiaL hact
occurred (fig. 17.8, A9).

It is not possible to prove that the activities in the inner
ditches took place at the same time as the recutting and deposition of
debris in the outer tlitches, even though all the cultural ilebris
involved is databLe to the Fuchsberg phase. Nevertheless, this seens
to be the most likely suggestion, and it may be taken to indicate that
the original digging of the outer ditch took pLace before the inner.
In fact, it must have taken a considerable time for these deep tlitches
to fill up completely by natural agencies, and it should be noted that
there is no datable rnaterial from below the recuts and the deposits of
cultural naterial at the top. In fact, the initial date of the outer
ditch is unknown.
In the inner ditches and at the final stage of the outer ditches
we fintl the same pattern of recutting, deposition of complete pots and
deliberate backfilling, as seen at Bjerggard, but we also observe the
deposition of masses of cultural ilebris in conneetion with the recuts.
This clebris undoubtedly stems from a settlenent on the site, and yet
it is interningled with ritual. elements in the ditches. In ditch 49,
a conplete pot was found in the deliberate backfill that separated two
Iayers of cultural debris, and in many cases burning took place in the
ditches, often on layers of clay Laid down in the debris (fig. L7.8,
A9, Al2). In one instance, one such fire had been covered by a paving
of stones while the fire was still burning (Uadsen, t978a, fig. 3).
5: Lint (,Jørgensen, 1983)
The Lønt site is situated on a pronounced promontory in the narrow
Haderslev Fjord. 0n1y a minor excavation has been carried out, but it
has shown that a combined palisade and double ditch system cuts across
the base of the promontory, enclosing an area of. L2 - 15 ha. The
palisade was replaced twice. and the ditch system was recut at least
once. The initial system dates to the Fuchsberg phase antl the later
to ttN I. It is uncertain whether recutting in between these two
stages aLso occurred. Conplete pots, placed as deliberate deposits,
were found in the ditehes. Inside the enclosed area a rnultitude of
pits were found, some having a clearly rituaL function rith, among
other things. deposits of complete pots, while others were of a
donestic nature. The settlement area covered at Least 4 - 5 ha, to
judge fron ploughed up flint artefact and pot sherds.
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6: Bundsø (llathiassen,

1939)

Recent excavations on this well known site have revealed that the
l{N III settlement is pIaced on an earlier (UN I) causewayed enclosure
(PouL Otto Nie1sen, pers. comm.). The results of the new excavations
are so far unpublished, and therefore further details cannot be given.

7: Bfidelsdorf (Hingst, L970; l97Lat L97Lb; 1975)
This large site of 6 - 7 ha is placecl on a promontory on the north
bank of the river Eider. Across the base of the promontory, on the
east, a conplicated systen of ditches and palisades was found (fig.
L7.2), The relative seguence of the individual lines of clitches and
palisatles is unknown in the absence of detailed publication. It is
safe to assume, however, that the palisatles and ilitches were not aLI
contemporary, but represent successive stages of use of the causewayed
encLosure; and in at least one instance a recutting of one of the
ditches has been noted (Hingst, L97tb, tgl, and abb. 1).
Two palisades Tiere seen, one consisting of a tlouble ror of evenly
spaced large posts, the other consisting of vertical tinbers heltl in a
slot arid combined with a double row of posts (Fig. t7.9) .
The ditch segments varied in length froru 6 - 50+ m (Hingst , t971-b,
abb. 1). Their average width is given as 3 m and depth as 1.4 - 1.5
(Hingst, 19?0, 57). In the innermost row of ditches each segment was
enclosed by a rectangular setting of posts (fig. L7.9, Hingst, t970,
abb. 4; 97Lb, abb. L), antl the occurrence of intensive burning in

m

these ditches has been noted (Hingst, 1975, 34).

OnIy one section through a ditch has been published (Hingst , t970,
abb. 2].. It shows that some primary activity probabLy took place at
the botton of the ditch before various kinds of infilling occurred,

including natural filling

ancl

tleliberate backfiLling.

The

ditch

was

finally sealed by a deposit of cultural debris, and the same seens to
be true with the other tlitches. This deposit stens fron a settlement
site that covered nost of the pronontory. It dates to MN Ia and
slightly later, and provides a terninus ante guen for the site's use
as a causewayed enclosure even if there is still no clue to the
initial date of this encLosure.
8: Sarup

(Andersen, L974; 1975a; 1975b; 1987; and

this

volume)

This enclosure was the first to be excavated in Denmark, and it is
far the only one that has been compLeteLy excavated. In reality it
is not one, but two encLosures: one of 8.3 ha dating to the Fuchsberg
phase, and one of 2.1 ha dating to MN Ib (fig. L7.21. The I'uchsberg
enclosure shows an especially compLicated design, with a main paLisade
and palisaded bays and pathways in between the segnents of a double
ditch system. Hany intriguing features associated with the two
enclosures have been revealed, such as hunan jaws, compIete pots and
areas of burning in the ditches, as well as votive pits in the
interior. As the site is dealt with in detail elsewhere in this
volume, so no further rlescription is neeessary here.
so
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9: Troldebjerg (Ilinther, 1935; 1938)
The Troldebjerg site is yet another that has turned out to
incorporate an enclosure, for long known as a very rich settlement
site dating to MN Ia. ft includes several small D-shapetl houses with
paralleLs on other lIN sites (Eriksen and Madsen, L984) but its most
notable feature is a palisade in a slot revealed over a length of 59
m. A row of single posts, spaced L ' 2 m apart, follows the pa).isatle
roughly 1 m behind it (rig. L7.9) .
The conbination of paLisacle slot and the single row of posts was
interpretetl by the excavator as indicating a long house with a nassive
timber front walL, one row of roof-carrying posts, and a lean-to
construction at the back with a roof sloping aLl the way to the
ground. This aLways seemed unusual, and in the Light of recent
excavations, and especially the Btidelsdorf palisade, the possibility
emerged that these were elements in an enclosure perimeter. To test
this hypothesis an excavation was carried out in 1977. This revealed
that some 5 m in front of the palisade, outside the original
excavation, a shaLlow ditch ran parallel to the palisade. It extended
right aeross the 5 m wide test trench. This ditch was 3 n wide and
0.5 m deep; apart from a few sherds and a littLe fLint, it contained
only a'mass of animal bones.
The Trolclebjerg site is not on a true promontory but on a low
ridge between two bogs that has only a narrow access at one end, but a
broad funnel-like approach at the other. The excavated part of the
palisatle runs along one of the bogs, and the form and size of the
enclosure is thus uncertain. Similarly. the relationship between
enclosure an<t settlenent is uncertain.
70: TreTTeborg (Åndersen, L982; Mathiassen, L9441 Nør1und,

1948)

Excavations of the welL known Viking Age Trelleborg site revealed
that the promontory on which the fortress is situated was also

occupietl by a Midd1e Neolithic settlement. Two rows of elongated pits
were revealed, and current knowledge suggests that these constituted
part of an enclosure ditch system. This was confirmed by a srnaLl test
excavation carried out in 1979 (Andersen , L982), which suggested an
enclosure dating around the transition frorn MN Ib to lIN II. However,
earlier pottery from the beginning of the lliddle Neolithic is also
known fron the site, suggesting that par+,s of the site may be older
(Becker, 1955). Iurthernore, the site continued as a settlenent to
the end of the TBK. The site of the enclosure can be estimated as

roughly 3 ha.

77: Ståvie (Larsson,

This

L982)

site, situated

on the south bank of the Lddde river,
encLosing roughly 7 - 8 ha of a
Low inconspicuous pronontory, bordered by the river to the west and a
low waterlogged area to the south. The ditches rnask the north and
east sides.
Scanian

consists of a singLe row of ilitches
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The clitch segments varied in length fron 3 - 40 m, width between
1.3 - 4.0 m, a depth between 0.4 - 1.0 m. The lower fill was
generally featureless and Light-coloured. OccasionalLy, however,
thin, black, charcoal coloured layers were found at the bottom of the
ditches, possibly indicating fires.

At the top of most of the ditches, and in various pits inside the
enclosure, settlement debris was found, <tating to the MN V periocl. No
databLe materiaL came from the bottoru of the ditches, but in a few
cases MN Y artefacts were found below the DIN V Layers of tlebris, and
Irarsson (1982, 941 is for this reason inclined to believe that the
enclosure clates to the MN V period. However, as no other encLosures
are known to date as late as this, and as the evidence for postenelosure settlenent is so widespread, it is much more likely that the
ditch system is older than the MN V settlement. Reappraisal of the
publisheil sections is instructive (Larsson, L982, fig. 5 bottom).
These clearly demonstrate that not all ditches were excavated to the
botton, possibly beeause of difficult conclitions of observation in the
sandy soil, and because the true nature of the site was not recognised
rluring the excavation.
of the Enclosures
Ten of the eleven sites in the preceding site List are located on
promontories, at vaIley bottorns, surrounded on two or three sides by
damp areas which may be bogs, lakes, rivers, streans, and even salt
water in narrow fjorcls. For long it was believecl that this was the
position of all causewayed enclosures in southern Scantlinavia, but the
urost recent discovery, the Bjerggård site, is a high hill-top site
surrounded by steep slopes, and ahnost one ki.lornetre from the nearest
wet area. Consequently, an open mintl is required in anticipating the
Location of further enclosures.
Generaf lliscussion

The size of the enclosures varies consitlerably. The snallest,
Bjerggård, is only 1.5 ha, ancl the largest, LØnt, L2 - 15 ha. The
average size is c. 5.5 ha. Perimeters consist of one or more paralleI
rows of interruptetl ditches, sometimes with an internal paLisade. At
five sites such a palisade was present, at three it was not, and for
the reurainder there is no information.

At sone of the sites there itas definitely onLy one row of ditches
(e.g. Bjerggårct and Ståvie). At others there were two rows in use at
the same time (e.9. Sarup), but there is no substantial evidence for
the use of more than a doubLe row system at any specific point in
time. It is unlike1y, for instance, that the five rows of ditches at
Biidelsdorf were all in use at the same time.
l{ost of the sites seem to have a fairly simple layout, with linear
arrangenents of palisades and/or ditch segnents. The complex
arrangement of smal1 palisadetl bays and passagerays attached to the
nain palisade at §arup, all interlocking with the segments of a clouble
ditch systern is at present unique both in a southern Scandinavian and
in the wider European context. The only other noteworthy
embellishments of a perimeter are seen at the later enclosure at
Sarup, ancl at the Bfidelsdorf encLosure, where short ditch segnents are
enclosed by a rectanguLar setting

of evenly
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spaced

posts (Fig. L7.9)

.

Palisades consist of either a continuous line of tinbers set in a
foundation trench, as at the older enclosure at Sarup (fig. L7.9) ,
sometimes combined with one or two rows of posts in spaced holes, as
at Trolilebjerg and Bridelsdorf, or two lines of posts in spaced holes,
as at Btidelsdorf

.

Ditch

segments vary consitlerably in size. Sone are only 3 - 4 ur
100 m. In sone cases these may be
continuous ditches. The normal length, however, lies between 10 and
30 n. The width of the ilitches varies fron 2 - 8 n, and the depth
from very shallow cases only 0.4 - 0.5 n deep, up to huge excavations
more than 2.5 n deep.

Long, anil others extend for up to

For more detailed evidence of the use and filling of ditches the
Bjerggård, Sarup, and Toftum sites are important, for here ditches
were excavated with the specific aim of understanding their
conpLicated depositional history.
It has been widely heLd that causewayed enelosure ditches were
merely quarry pits to provide naterial with which to buiLd banks, and
consequently that the palisades and banks of the enclosures were the
main features of these sites. On the other hand the present tendency
may bd to exaggerate the significance of the ditches, because they
survive so well and banks so poorl.y in the archaeological record.
However, the observations made at Bjerggårct, Sarup and Toftun clearly
indicate that the ditches were of primary importance. They were
obviously dug to be important in their own right, as the focus for
specific activities.
The sequence that energes is as follows: after the digging of a
ditch, various activities took place on the bottom of the individuaL
segments. As soon as these were finished, the ditch was backfilled
with the same material that had been dug fron it (i.e. pure subsoil
rnaterial without any traees of topsoil). The ditch course renained
visible, however, for recutting within its original lirnits is seen in
several instances. In such sandy soil, unlike chaLk, there is no
practical reason why subseguent recuts should be in the fill of old
tlitches. ?herefore, it must have been important that recuts were nade
into the original ditches. The recuts thenselves were often treated
in the same way as the initial ditch, i.e. activities occurred at the
bottom of the recut, followed by deliberate backfilling. This pattern
is particularly cLear at Bjerggård and Toftum, but can al.so be seen in
sone ditches at Sarup, and perhaps Lgnt.
Further evidence for the intrinsic inportance of the ditches cones
fron Sarup. In the earlier enclosure the ditches are incorporateil in
an elaborate perimeter layout. in a way that leaves no doubt that they
were not just quarry ditches. Furthermore, this layout effectively
makes the existence of a eontinuous bank along the ditches iurpossibLe.
In the later enclosure we find that several of the ditch segnents were
enclosed by settings of posts, sonething that was also found at
Btdelsdorf. Again, this stresses the prirnary inportance of the
ditches thenselves.

The activities that occurred in the tlitches were varied, but there
are recurring thenes that for want of a better word may be consitlered
One connon feature is the deposition of artefacts,
"ritual".
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especially complete pots (Bjerggård. L,Ønt, Sarup and Toftum), but aLso
smaLl heaps of tools (Bjerggård and Sarup). These deposits may occur
in various contexts, for instance at Bjerggård, together with three or
four dog skul}s on a stone paving, elsewhere associated with a fire.

Ånother feature is the description of organic naterial, leaving a
ctark humus coloured layer along the bottorn of the ditch. In most
eases we do not know what the organic materiaL was, but in one
instance, &t Bjerggård, it was possible to show that such a layer hatl
consisted of masses of animaL bones. At Troldebjerg, too, we note the
packing of animal bones in the excavated ditch segment.

thin

A thirtt recurring feature is the burning of fires in the ditches,
and Toftum' finally
the occurrence of two human jaws in the Sarup ditches is worth noting
in connection with the evidence from enclosure sites eLsewhere in

noted at Bjerggård, Biidelsdorf, Sarup, Ståvie,
western Europe.

One interpretation of the TBK causeviayed enclosures that can now
finally be discarded is that their perimeters were constructed for
defensive purposes, It is irnmediately elear fron all the observations
made here that it is inpossible to interpret the enclosures as
primartly defensive sites. The ritualised elenents of construction
and use, and especialLy the primary role of the clitches, do not accord
with defensive intent. The enclosures were eentres, whether ritual or
oo, but clearLy not all the problems of their function have been
solved.

I{hile settlement naterial is found on aII the causewayed
this tloes not mean that we are dealing with large enclosed
settlenents. guite apart frorn the likelihood that the enclosures were
only in use for short spells of time, domestic clebris in most cases
relates to occupation Jafer than the enclosures, though sites may have
been chosen with clear knowledge of where the enclosures hatl been.
OnIy at Toftum and perhaps Trol.debjerg is there cl-ear evidenee of
enclosures,

extensive dourestic occupation contenporary with the enclosures.
and

Our enclosures, then, were not primarily settlements. Only later,
in sone cases considerably later, were the enclosure sites atlopted

as settlerrent sites. It seems highly likely that the choice was made
in the knowledge of the earlier existence of an eneLosure. Even in
cases like Bjeiggård, where there is a considerable time lag between

the originaL enclosure and the huge MN V settlenent, there seems to be
a connection. Here a few pot sherds below the MN V settlement debris,
but above the layers reLating to primary activity suggest that there
was intervening use of the site. This is not to cLaim that there was
an uninterruptecl sequence from the construction and use of the
encLosure through to subsequent settlement phases. On this point the

in most cases is unclear. Only at Sarup has total excavation
given a complete record, but it may turn out that the evidence frout
this site is nore representative than it looks at first glance. Here
at least there was some settlement contemporary with the two
encLosures, but not on a scale compatible with the size of the
encLosures. It is only after the last encLosure phase in MN I that
evidence

there was major expansion of the settlenent, and thereafter from MN II
to MN V there seems to be extensive settlement on the site rnore or
less continuously.
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This evidence should be viewed alongside all those features which
are clearly not tlomestic. Partly contemporary with the two
enclosures, but especialLy in llN II, after the last encLosure and at
the tine when a formal settlenent had been established, a series of
pits with conplete pots, axes, and other items are found. These
"offering pits" clearly stand out from ordinary domestic pits, and
reinforce the impression of a gratlual transition f,ron a primarily nondomestic use of the site (the enclosure phase), to a fu11-scaLe
settlenent; and certainly not a total dislocation between the two.
Pits of the same type are also known from the Lont enclosure, and are
an inportant part of the evidence for an enclosure at Arupgard.
As for dating the actual eonstruction and prinary use of the
enclosures, it seens that none were used after the Fuchsberg and IIN I
phases, Ståvie being the only exception clained (but see site
clescription). This means that the use of causewayed encLosures was
limited to a period of about two hundred radiocarbon years.
furthernore, at least half of the enclosures were constructerl during
the I'uchsberg phase, naking it even nore obvious that we are dealing
with a very brief outburst of activity.
On the other hand, if we look at the dating evidence for the
subseqrlent settlernents, we find that these spread over the periotl frorn
IIN II onwards, over the last 250 radiocarbon years of the TBK. lle are
thus dealing not nerely with a widespread pattern of change from
enclosure to settLenent, but also with nore general changes in
society.
The

Cultural Bactground of the Enclosures

Although eausewayed enclosures are a new feature in southern
Scandinavian archaeology, their general cultural background is well
known and long-stuclied. Nevertheless, new investigation, new points
of vier, and not least the new dimension that the enclosures have
adde«I, are beginning to derrand considerable changes in our assessment
of the TBK as a cultural system.
RecentLy f have tried to gather together some of these clevelopments to propose a new model (l{adsen, L982), but rapidly changing
attitudes in Danish research already require some alteration to ny
views of L982r even if my basic franework still stands.

The following overview concentrates upon four aspects which,
although they are treated intlividually, are closely interrelated, so
much so that what they reveal cannot be fulLy understood unless they
are vieweil together. These four aspects are pottery, burial practice,
settlements, and subsistence activities. Other natters of interest
can also be distinguished but will not be reviewed here.
Pottery

of the TBK is made possible by its
strict rules that govern both form
and style deternine that this pottery also has rnuch to say about the
organisation of society.
The weLl-established chronoLogy

richly

decorated pottery; but the
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Looked at from the functional viewpoint of information exchange,
(cf. I{obst, L977!., there is the possibility that a ceranic style is
used as a synboLic language by one group telling others who and what
they are. Such a "style transmitter" eonveys certain information
about its owner/producer, so that it serves as a useful preliminary to
sociaL interaction. To the archaeoLogist then, prehistoric stylistic
variations are a useful guide to the size. and boundaries of
territories of interacting social groups as welL as a pointer to the
strength of the "frontier" between such groups.
I{e may more profitably follow Hodder (L982a; L929b', and stress the
importance of the deliberate use of style by groups of individuals, as
an active agent in cornpetition and regulation between groups, and
reproduction within groups. A style does not have any inherent
meaning. It is given a neaning by those who produce it, and it
conmunicates this meaning back to society, gaining an active role of
its own that is only understood in the actual historical context. For
the archaeoLogist, this makes style less capable of interpretatj.on in
actual cases, but where it is a factor nakes possible a nore flexibLe
understanding of historical situations.

fn the TBK case. pottery
three 6ifferent ways:-

style

seems

to have been significant in

From 3100 to 2800 bc there were three or four contenporary style
groups that are separated nore or less clear}y from each other (Hadsen
and Petersen, 1984). 0nly one style group is normally present on an
individual site, anil if one looks at the overalL distribution, a
regional patterning is clearly seen. NevertheLess, there is a
considerabLe spatial overlap between the groups, and two of thern may
even share the same generaL area. The most likely solution to this
group tlivision is one based on ethnicity, where pottery styles were
used nore or less deliberately to mark out membership of different
groups. An analogue for such an interpretation is seen in Hodder's
Baringo study (1982b).

from 2800 to 2600 bc there is a different pattern emerging.
Uniform style eLenents (Becker's (19471 megaLithic style) start to
spread all over southern Scandinavia, and by 2500 a cornpletely new
tradition has been established. New pottery forms ha«l been
introduced, associated with specific ilecorative styles that are nore
or Less comnon throughout southern Scandinavia, even though locaI
variations do occur (Ebbesen, L975; L978; t979; Gebauer, L9791 .
These styles are developed into elaborate cornpositions guided by

strict ru1es, and the quality of the pots thenseLves and their
decoration is excellent. The production of pottery accelerates
considerably, and we find pots used in great quantities at
settlenents, tombs, and causewayed enclosures. Obviously, pottery
styles tlicl not have the same neaning in this phase as at the beginning
of the Neolithic. Even though detaiJ.ed analysis shows clear evidence
of regionality, this seenrs to be subortlinate to rigorous, comnon style
patterns.

It is difficult to understancl pottery styles in this context. lte
that their significanee has now turned inwards, and relates
to the structure of society; but whether it had a direct function in

may assune
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conpeting for, and denoting social status, or whether, as I tend to
preter, ideological concepts were tied to these styLes in a way that
secured unifornity of hierarchical principles among groups over a
large area, the evidence cannot yet tell us. The solution, indeed,
may be quite different.

By 2450 bc this tradition started to break dorn, and through the
next hundred years we see a seguence of style groups (!IN II - IV) that
have been regarded as having a purely chronological basis, but which
may be partly regionally based (Ebbesen, L975; L978; L979). I{e are
not, however, dealing rith a return to the Early l{eolithic neaning of
pottery styles, but rather to a situation rhere pottery styles were
losing their role as communicators of differences. LocaL style
degeneration had set in, and by 2350 bc pottery had becorne uniformly
crude and undecorated. to a point wbere probably no neaning at all
could be attached to ceramie stylistic variation.
is worth noting that the period of uniform southern
Scandinavian styles, with its implications for inward-looking social
organisation. corresponds exactly with that period of time when
causewayed enclosures were conceived and used, starting with the
It

Fuchsberg phase.

Burial Practice

c. 3100 to 2800 bc we find burials in so-called earth graves.
Originally, these were thought to be quite simple sites, but new
investigations have shown that they were often elaborate timber
structures set in long barrows with huge tirnber facades at the ends,
and occasionally with the whole nound edged rith timbering.
Fron 2800 to 270A (in North Jutland 2500) a change took place,
megalithic tombs replacing the timber-built graves. The change does,
however, seen to have nore to do with tornb architecture than burial
rite. This can be deduced on various counts (ltadsen, L979, 315-7), of
From

which only one need be referred

to here.

Those earth graves in which skeletal material has been found show
that fron one to five individuals were buried fully articulated in the
grave at the sane time (Madsen, L979, 311). The same pattern of
articulated burials of up to a few individuals is encountered in the
megaLithic tombs of the period c. 2800 - 2500 bc, regardless of
whether the dolmen is of a closed type or of a type with an entrance
(Thorsen, 1981). The individuals buried in both cases are nales,
females, and children. without indications of status differentiation
whether in the placing of the bodies. or in the associatetl personal
itens. The inpression one gets fron these burials is that they were
not of people with a special status or rank, but that these were equal
access tombs.

On the other hand, there are too few burials of this kind to
represent the total population. Very often, indeed, there is only one
grave in a long barrow. This implies, too, sone speeial circunstance
to occasion the effort of erecting the barrow for so few burials, and
that this had nothing to clo with the status but nore to social
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and conpetition between social groups. Incleed, there may
be an element of narking territorial rights in an area through
the establishment of a fornal link between the dead and the living.

obligation

also

The number of tonbs rises considerabJ.y fron around 2700 bc, and
the onset of HN I saw a boour in tomb building which continuetl until c.
2450 bc. But now alL the tombs were of an open type, either dolmens
with short passages or nore fornal passage graves. The provision of
access has facilitated widespread rlisturbance of the primary buriaLs
in these tombs by Later users, and we do not know whether the burial
practice of the earlier periods continued or not. However, recent
analysis of the pottery offerings in front of the tonb suggests that
they were used only a few times during their first period, down to c.
2400 bc.

These pottery deposits, that may amount to nore than one hundred

pots in front of a singLe tomb, denote a new custom that had been
introduced around 2500 bc. There is sone echo in the deposition of
just a few pots along terninal facades at Ear1y Neolithic long
barrows, but nothing that compares with the massive tleposits of
pottery of this phase. The structure of these deposits is stil1 not
very weLl understood, but a recent excavation of a passage grave at
TviLum' in central ilutland shows that on this occasion 15 - 30 pots
went into one deposit, and that three deposits had been pl.aced in
front of the tomb over a. period of c. 200 years.
The building of megalithic tombs ceased around 2450 bc, and the
custon of ilepositing pottery in front of the tonbs dieil out over the
next hundred years as pottery styles thenseLves degenerated. Apart
from a special new type of grave in north-west Jutland, the trend in
the last part of the TBK was to re-use of the earlier negalithic
tombs. An interesting change in burial practice is associated with
this clevelopment. There is growing evidence for the use of the old
tombs as ossuaries in the period c. 2400 - 2350 to 2200 bc (Thorsen,
1981). furthernore, we find the bones in the chanbers placed in
heaps, and in southern Sweden there ffas even partitioning of the
chanbers with stone slabs, with each section hoLtling snal1 heaps of
bones (Stronberg, L97L). flithin one heap of bones there may be many
individuals present, but only very few bones fron each individual.
This suggests that the tombs themselves were not the primary place of
burial, but were only receptacles for bones processed elsewhere. The
deposition of bones in srnall heaps and evidence for partitioning of
chanbers suggests some social division among the users of the tomb,
perhaps family groups.

If we conpare this pattern of re-use with the traclitions in the
early graves, a change in burial practice is nanifest, but this need
not demand a corresponding change in social structure, unless the
partitioning of tombs indicates the growing importance of basic social
units such as the faniLy. Unfortunately, we do not know exactly when
this change occurred because there is such scanty evidence for the
period c. 2600 to 2400 bc, but it is ny opinion that it alial not eone
about before the end of the period.
If we take the evidence from the torubs together nith that fron the
causewayed encLosures, we fincl that the period of concentrated tomb
building coincides with the construction and use of the encLosures.
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Furthermore, if we consider the eviilence from Sarup there seems to be
a direct relation between tombs and enclosures. In the bottom of the
ditches at Sarup there are two human jaws linking the causewayed
enclosure to some sort of mortuary practice. The inportance of heads
in causewayed enclosures is weLl attested in other areas (see various
papers in this voLume). A further link is the practice of making
deposits of pottery at the two types of sites, but it appears that at
the enclosures such deposits were made in the ditches in an earJ.y part
of the period, between 2700 anil 2450 bc, whereas at the tourbs they are
found mainly in the Later part of this period.

There seens to be no doubt that the ideas

ancl urotivations behind

the activities associated with the enclosures and with the tombs are
closely related, and that we cannot understancl the one without taking
the other lnto consideration. The link is enphasisetl when we look at
the distributional data from Eastern JutLand of enclosures and tombs
together. Here there is a cLear tendency for the tombs to cLuster
around the known causewayed enclosures, antl around suspected
enclosures (fig. 17.10).
SettLenents

TBK settlement sites have been known for a long time, and many
have been excavated. Only recentLy, however, has nuch attention been
paitl to aspects such as topographical position, size, type, and
organisation of settlenent, cluration of occupation and reLationship to
the overall settLement pattern. Such categories of infornation are
seLdom avaiLable from old excavations, and onLy slowly are vre
beginning to gain an insight into such questions.

In the Early Neolithic, up to c. 2700 bc, two types of sites were
in regular use, both of which were fairly small (Hadsen and .Iensen,
1984). One type was placed along sea and lake shores in favourable
positions for fishing, hunting, and gathering. There are inclications
that these sites were used over centuries, but probably only for a
short period each year. The other type is mostly found on flat,
sandy, wel} drained soiL cLose to darnp areas. A goocl example of such
a site is Mosegården in East Jutland (ltadsen and ,Jensen, 1984; Madsen
and Petersen, 1984). It is small, only 5 - 600 rn2, with space for not
much more than 15 people. Detailed investigation suggests that it ras
only in use for 3 - 10 years before its inhabitants noved to another
location.

The settlement pattern that emerges for the early period, is one
of a dispersed population, occupying smaI1, short-Iived hamlets, and
frequently moving to new sites within what was probably a large
territory. At regular intervals, however, these groups noved to
favourably locatetl sites along the sea or lake shores for short stays,
to engage in fishing, hunting, and gathering.
Fron 2700 to 2400 bc a decisive change in the settlenent pattern
took place. The use of the sea and lake shore sites petered out, and
the permanently inhabited sites grew considerably in size, and, to
judge fron densities of occupation material, in duration of use. A
typical example can be seen at Hanstedgård dating around 2600 bc
(Eriksen and Madsen, 1984). It covers a much as 4 ha of land, but the
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Fig. 17.10 Distribution
enclosures,

nap
and

Central ilutland

of negalithic tonbs, known causerayed
possible causerayed enclosures in East
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of fintts on the surface suggests that either the
duration of occupation was still very limitecl, perhaps tno or three
tirnes as long as at the Mosegården site, or the inhabitants moved
around within this area, making the settlenent look larger that it
reaLly was at any one time.

generalLy Low density

In the last part of the TBK this tendency led to the emergence ot
huge sites with habitation areas spread over 5 ha and rnore of land.
Åt the same time the denslties of occupation debris on the sites grow
considerably, inclicating more pernanent sites than previously.
The general trend was thus from smaLl, short-Lived, sites to large
permanently inhabited over a long perioil of tine. The greatest
change in size seens to be contemporary with the appearance of the
causewayed encLosures, and larger size was follored closely by a
greater degree of permanence.

sites

These tlifferences in size and intensity of occupation between
early and late settLements, nake it difficult to estimate population
sizes and trends. The smaLl early sites are very difficult to find,
whereas the Large, Late settlements are easily Located. This must
mean that the late sites are over-represented in relative terms, but
neverttieless the impression is that a considerable popuJ.ation growth
took place during the TBK, and that the main expansion in nunbers
occurred at the end of the Early Neolithic, and the beginning of the
I,tiddle Neolithic.

Subsistence Act ivities

At the transition from the Mesol.ithic to the Neolithic a profound
change in diet took place. Heasurenents of the C13 content of human
bones suggest that, whereas the Late Mesolithic popu1ation had lived
alnost compLetely from narine resources, the Early NeoLithic
population basecl their itiet firmly on the Land (Tauber, 1981).
Unfortunately, we are not able to be specific about the composition of
this diet. It is known that wheat and barley were grorrn, and that
pigs, cattle, and goat/sheep were kept as domestic animals. but there
is little evidence of their relative importance. However, if the
scanty site evidence and what is known of settlenent patterns is
combined with the information supplie<t by the pollen record, a
tentative picture may be suggested as follows (Hadsen and Jensen,
1984).

The smaII, frequently moving, groups who lived in srnalI hanlets in
the Early NeoLithic had two main subsistence activities. One was
slash and burn agriculture on the sandy soiL, the other was animal
husbandry utilising the naturaL resources of the forest, especia).Iy
those that couLd be found on Low, damp ground. A eoncentration on
pigs is likeIy, but cattle may aLso have been of significance. This
pastoral activity was probably urore inportant than the arable. There
may also have been some hunting and gathering from these settlements,
but for the most part fishing, hunting, and gathering were carried out

regularly from special

carnps

along the sea and Lake shores.
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These early subsistence activities could be described as a
spatially extensive, broad spectrurn economy, fitting into an existing
forest environnent. It utilised this environment at very litt1e cost
and with hardly any interference. fndeed, one has to look very
closely at the poLlen diagrams to cletect human infLuence in this early
phase especially as the eIm tlecline can no longer be ascribed
agencies (Groenman-Van l{aateringe, 1983).

to

human

From c. 2800 - 2700 bc changes can be seen in the poIlen diagrans
at the horizon of lversen's l,andnam. That this Landnam indicates
slash and burn, as Iversen assumed., is doubtful (Rowley-Conwy, 1981;
19821, but it does seen to indicate some more extensive system of
forest management. The tandnam is characterised above all by a change
in the relative importance of the various tree species. It nay have
resulted from the ringbarking of trees, with the aim, presumably, of
extencling with a minimum of effort, the feeding grounds for donestic
animals (Gåransson, t982; Rowley-Conwy. L983).

The various pollen

diagrarus show slight variations in tlates for
of fversen's Landnan, but c. 2600 bc seems to fit most
diagrams, though some show an earlier start (Christensen,1980;
Andersen et al., 1983, 187-8). The terminal date is more uncertain,
but a uonsidered estimate would place it around 220A bc or slightly
earlier, as can be seen, for example, in the Holmegård Bog diågram
(Andersen et a7., 1983, 1.88).

the

beginning

If the cause of the Landnam was the creation of forest feeding
grounds, these must certainly have been intended for cattLe, and this

is confirmed if we conpare proportions of pi.gs and cattle, during the
Hiddle NeoLithic TBK. From c. 270A bc to 2300 bc Yre see a gratlual but
complete change in the relative importance of the two animal species
from a predominance (in number) of pigs at the beginning of the phase
to an almost complete preponderance of cattle at its encl (Iladsen,
L982, fig. 17).
fn summary, developments from c. 2800 - 2700 bc suggest a strongly
expanding economy in which the basic subsistence activities were no
longer kept within the bounds of the prevailing environment. On the
contrary, the natural forest cover was now adapted in order to create
an artificial forest environment, better suited to the feeding of
domestic aninals.
EventuaLly, however, this systerr of extensive forst managenent had
to be aban<lonetl. The pollen diagrans show that by c. 2300 - 2200 bc
the forest had returned to a natural stability of species. At this
time there was a pattern of large, permanentLy inhabited settlenents
with eattle predominant, and kept in pernanent clearances near the
sites. The forest as the prine focus for subsistence activities had
played out its ro1e. The subsistence pattern seems to have changed
fron one that from the beginning of the NeoLithic had been "area
bound" to one that in the end was definitely "site bound"; or as
Chapman has expressed it elsewhere in this voLume, from "space" to
t'p1acett.

This impression is reinforced by an examination of the secondary
activities: fishing, hunting and gathering. During the Early

Neol.ithic, special resource camps were established within the group's
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general activity area. Around 2700 - 2500 bc they started to
clisappear, and these activities were increasingly carried out from the
main settlement sites. The Late settlements often yield considerable
amounts of bones and sheIls fron these activities.
Conclusions

The causewayed encLosures of southern Scandinavia were a shortLived pheonomenon that assumed an imnense importance in society around
2700 - 2500 bc. To understand these monuments and their function, it
is not enough to study therr in isolation. Their emergence can be
understood only by looking at other aspects of society, and just as
important, by examining developments before the enclosures and their
af termath.
Evidence has already been adducetl suggesting that the developnent
eausewayed enclosures was closely associated with a sequence of
profound changes in Neolithic society. The enclosures, linked as they
were with a variety of social activities, nust have played an
iurportant role in these changes. The first point to stress is that
although rre are dealing with a conplex situation and a systen conposed
of many interlinked facets it is necessary to give greater priority to
sone of these aspects than others in order to demonstrate the dynamism
of these relationships. A start can be nade rith subsistence
acivities and the spatial aspects of the settlenent systen, as they

of

provide a foundation without which the social systen cannot be

understood.

It is inportant to stress that the economy fron the outset of the
Neolithic ras based nore on the extensive utilisation of existing
niches in the environment, than on a reshaping of the environnent into
artificiaL agricultural niches. This meant that the settlement system
had to be territorially based rather than site based, so that
increasingly the shifting nature of settlement would lead to problems
of inter-group competition and regulation of resource areas.
Various neans of resolving competition and regulation are of
course available at any tine, violence being the nost obvious
recourse. One response often seen, however, is to ritualise
relationships, and in the TBK case this was the soLution which
emerged. Frour the very beginning of the Neolithic c. 3200 bc we find
strong evidence of ritual practice, and in particular associated with
the builcling and use of rnonunental tombs. These were probably
intended rnore to stress the reLationship between the living, the dead,
and their land, than to serve as sinple repositories for the deceased.
They wouLd have been irnportant symbols for the reproductiveness of the
group and proclained its right to its land.
lle have seen that ritual behaviour, the basic settlenent pattern,
and the subsistence econotny changed little in the early phase. From
2800 - 2700 bc, however, the pace of change accelerated. As yet it is
not possible to ascertain in what order the changes occurred , ot,
nhether they happened simultaneously in a nutual feedback proeess.
However, one developnent should probably be given priority. Farmers
began increasingly to tamper with the natural environment by ringbarking trees in order to create an artificial forest niche suitable
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for cattle grazing. This had probabLy been going on for a long time
on a small scale but now it became a major feature of the subsistence

strategy.

It is doubtful, however, that this ilevelopnent lessened the need
for a Large territory. The econony was stilL to a large degree based
on the utilisation of existing resources, ancl the clearance of forest
t+as essentialLy a modification and extension of an existing systen.
Eurthernore, although settlement sizes grew considerably, probably in
part due to a population increase, they were still relativeLy shortliveil, their inhabitants frequently shifting.
Neither is it likely that there lras a decrease in political
stress. 0n the contrary, with a growing popul.ation, a spatially
extensive econonic systen and growing labour investment in long-term
inprovements in foilder supplies, it is likely that inter-group
conpetition would increase. This was dealt with apparently by an
increasing ritualisation of society, evidenced, among other things, in
the production and "consumption" (by deposition) of pottery, the
building and use of tombs, and in the construction and use of causewayed enelosures. I{e must assune that ritual, with roots going back
to the beginning of the Neolithic, becane the all-doninating force
that Eoverned social interaction within a set of implicit ru1es.
Ritual provided the fraurework for competition and cooperation on both
the inter- ancl intra-group leveI, and in itself became the primary
means of ensuring the stability and continuity of the complex social
system.

ft may seem odd that society shoultl have become ritualised to this
degree, but I consider it to be a very specific historical tlevelopment. Ritualisation, as has been noted above, is one way of setting
rules for social. interaction, and probably occurs in aLL societies.
How society is organised, however, and how it has developed will

it requires. In the present case rle can understand
why ritual shoukl have become inportant when we consider the
prevailing type of econony, and its spatial orgaisation, but other
trajectories would aLso have been open, and it was not inevitable that
rituaL wouLd end up playing such a dominating roLe. This was indeed a
deternine how nuch

specific historical developnent.

If we try to answer the problem of how ritual in this case served
ease sociaL relationships between individuals and groups, we have
necessarily to be vague. The process must have happened on several
Levels, but it seems probable that two aspects were of particuLar
inportance. one was ritual concerned with the dead, who. we may
postulate, served to fornulate the rights and obligations of the
living with respect to the ancestors. The other was the enornous
shared investment in labour that was involved in so much of the
to

ritual, notably in the construction and use of the causewayed
enelosures. A compLicateil network of obligations is clearly
indicated, both between and rithin societies. This network of
obligations made it possible for intlividuals or groups to organise
these projects; and one shoultl not underestinate the strength of the
ties holding such a netrork together.
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This phase of strongly rituaLised society did not last long,
indeecl, it incorporatetl the seeds of its own downfall. The growth in
size of settlenent sites, and the tleliberate alteration of the natural
environment in order to provide more foclder for anirrals, inevitably
led to nore pernanent settlernents. The heavy ilenand for surp).uses to
rnaintain a high investment of labour in construction work for ritual
purposes wouLd quicken the trend towards more per.manent field systems
and grazing areas. Furthermore. the ritual system itself was probably
so complex and over-extended that it was vulnerabLe even to slight
social and environmentaL pressure. As settLement sites became
increasingly pernanent, so much of the need for governing ritual
disappeared. As the ritual check on social interaction crunbLed, so
the need emerged to come together in larger, permanent sociaL units,
and this would further erode the ritual system. The result lras a
complete transfornation of society in a very short space of tirne.
The causewayed enclosures nay therefore be regarded as "ritual
centres", though not in the sense of being "neutraL" rneeting places
where different social groups met to define and re-affirm their
relationships through rituaLs. The settlements of the enclosure
periocl, and especially those which followed afterwards, give the
impression that the enclosures belongetl to specific groups. This is
given some support by the distribution of causewayed enclosures, known
and possible, and of TBK tombs in eastern Jutland (fig.17.10), where
we see emerging the faint outlines of a territorial pattern rith
causewayed encLosures surrounded by clusters of tombs. The suggestion

is that each group

had

within its territory its own causewayed
built in relation to the siting of this

enclosure, and that tombs were
enclosure.

llhereas the tombs could survive as an internal feature of the
social unit, the causewayed enclosures could not. They involved
external obligations, bringing in other groups to participate in
eonstruetion and rituals at the encLosure. How successful- they were
in these respects would reflect on the importance and strength of the
group, ancl the extent of its authority. The enclosure thus becane a
symbol of the group itseLf, so that when the neeil for permanent
settLements was felt, it was inevitable that these wouLil focus on the
environs of the enclosures.
One final problem associatecl with the causewayed encLosures of
southern Scandinavia deserves brief mention. The enclosures were
built in great numbers over a very short periocl of time, and as
quickly disappeared. Their developnrent can be accommodated within the
nodels for the period proposed specifically for this region, and
unlikely to be precisely the same in any other area. It is
surprising, therefore, that the Scandinavian sites conforn quite
closeJ.y to "European standards" for causewayed enclosures. Not only
are the constructionaL details generally so simiLar, but equally the
activities associated with the enclosures are remarkably sirnilar.
Taken together the papers in this volume will make cl.ear how
widespread in west and centraL Europe are features such as the
recutting antl deliberate backfilling of ditches, fires in ditches, and
the cleliberate deposition of artefacts, human skulLs, and anirnal bones
in the ditches.
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To explain these similarities as mere coincidences is out of the
question. lle are forced to accept a direct relationship, but we are
at the monent at a loss to explain how this operated. A simple
diffusionist rnodel is insufficient. The problen is exacerbated by the
present geographical gap between the Scanclinavian sites and those
further south, and further conpi.icated by the nuch greater chronological span of the west and central European sites. It is un1ike1y,
to say the least, that the iclea of causewayed enclosures reached
Dennark by chance at exactLy the right noment in terns of local
Neolithic developnents. Causewayed encLosures everywhere incorporate
sone basic concepts, including a range of activities proper to their
function. These ideas somehow spread widely across culturaL
boundaries, even if they were variably appliecl at the local level. If
the introduction of causewayed enclosures in southern Scandinavia can
onJ.y be understood with reference to internal developnents, then it
follows that the idea of causewayed enclosures constituted part of a
wicler eonmunity of tradition, anil could be taken up when society
locally had reached an appropriate point in its development. As a
concept it was sufficiently strong to retain its basic features even
when it ras taken up in different socio-economic contexts.
The problen of causewayed enclosures is an intriguing one, but it
may be'more apparent than real. It should not be forgotten that it is
only 15 years since the first Scandinavian enclosure was recognised.
Imnediately to the south of Denmark there is a large blank on the map
apparently clevoid of enclosures, but the whole history of the subject
makes it possibl.e that in another fifteen years this will appear less
of a lacuna and much more new infornation will have ernerged both in
southern Scandinavia and eLsewhere. The problems then
tlif f erent.

may be

quite

Postscript

Since this paper Tras written in the spring of 1984 extensive
excavations have been carried out on four newly found causewayed
enclosures not mentioned in this volume, and new discoveries seem to
be on the way.
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